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Abstract
We show dissipative spatial solitons in nonlinear optical micro-resonators in which the
refractive index is laterally modulated. In addition to "normal" and "staggered" dissipative
solitons, similar to those in spatially modulated conservative systems, a narrow "mid-band"
soliton is shown, having no counterparts in conservative systems.
Dissipative spatial solitons (DSS) have been theoretically predicted in bistable nonlinear
optical resonators in general [1], and in particular: in lasers with saturable absorber [2], in
two-photon lasers [3] in optical parametric oscillators [4], in semiconductor micro-resonators
[5]. In some systems the DSS have been demonstrated experimentally: in lasers with saturable
absorbers [6], in four wave mixing [7], and in semiconductor micro-resonators [8]. The DSS,
being bistable, can be potentially applied for parallel information processing and storage [9].
One of the fundamental limitations of DSS is their spatial size, evaluated as
QLx lµ0 , where l  is the wavelength of the radiation, L and Q are the full length and
finesse of the resonator. Even in the smallest soliton supporting systems, the semiconductor
resonators, with typical parameter values: mml 5.0»  (in material with refraction index 2» ),
mL m5» , and 100»Q , the width of the soliton is mx m150 » , as follows from the above
evaluation, and from recent experimental observations [8].
The above evaluation is based on the corresponding dynamical equations, where the
spatial coordinate of the solution is scaled by the square root of the diffraction coefficient
)4( plQLd = . This evaluation also follows from the linear theory of the resonator, stating
that a spatial light structure of minimal complexity (e.g. a vortex or DSS) requires that the
Fresnel number of resonator ( )QLxF lp 20=  is of order of one or more. The above limitation
of the minimum size of the DSS is a fundamental one, occurring due to the diffraction of light
in the resonator.
We show in this letter that the above limitation can be overcome for DSS in a resonator
with a lateral periodic modulation of parameters, such as refractive index of material, the
resonator mirror surface, the gain coefficient, or others.
Conservative spatial solitons in periodically modulated nonlinear materials (nonlinear
photonic crystals) have recently gained popularity [10]. Discrete Kerr-type solitons in
materials with )3(c  nonlinearity [11], as well as parametric discrete solitons in materials with
)2(c  nonlinearity [12] have been recently shown. Those are the "normal" solitons with the
carrier spatial wave-number being around zero (the analogs of the spatial solitons in
homogeneous nonlinear media), also the "band-edge", or "staggered" solitons, with the carrier
spatial wave-number being around half of the modulation wave-number. The field phase
changes its value by p  between the modulation fringes across the staggered soliton. The
staggered solitons have no counterpart in homogeneous media, and the effective diffraction
for the staggered solitons has a negative value.
We show here the existence of normal and staggered DSS in nonlinear resonators with
laterally modulated parameters. These DSS have the abo described analogs in nonlinear
photonic crystals (in conservative systems). We also find that dissipative nonlinear resonators
support another type of the solitons: the DSS with the carrier spatial frequency between those
for normal and for staggered solitons. Indeed, if the effective diffraction changes its sign from
positive for normal solitons, to negative for staggered solitons, then there should be a point
where the effective diffraction is zero. The spatial spectra of these soliton are centered at the
zero-diffraction point, i.e. located close to the middle of the band of extended waves.
Therefore we name them "mid-band" solitons. Since the effective diffraction vanishes for the
mid-band DSS, their size is not limited by diffraction, i.e. by: QLx lµ0 . The width of the
mid-band DSS then depends on the next higher diffraction order. Consequently the mid-band
DSS can be much narrower than above evaluated, and can be reduced down to one
wavelength.
We show first the DSS (normal, staggered and mid-band ones) by numerical integration
of the equations for a laser with a saturable absorber, which is perhaps mathematically the
simplest system supporting DSS. Next we evaluate the parameters of the solitons from the
linear theory and compare with the numerical results. Also we prove that the effective
diffraction for a mid-band DSS is eliminated, by showing that the soliton width is independent
of the strength of nonlinear Kerr-focusing term introduced additionally in the equation.
As a model system a laser with saturable absorber was numerically investigated. It is
known, that this system supports DSSs [2]. We note, however, that the principal results are
also valid for solitons in other nonlinear optical resonators. The laser with saturable absorber
in paraxial- and mean field approximations is described by:
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The right hand side contains the terms of saturating gain, linear losses, saturating losses,
diffraction, diffusion, and spatially varying refractive index: )()( iqxiqx eemrV -+=
r
,
respectively. 0D  is the unsaturated gain, 0a  is the unsaturated absorption, aI  is the saturation
intensity of the absorber, )4( plQLd =  is the diffraction coefficient, g is the diffusion
coefficient (usually dg << ), and m and q are the amplitude and the wave-number of the
refractive index modulation in the transverse direction of resonator. See e.g. also [3] for
detailed description of the model (1).
The diffusion term lumps together the material diffusion (e.g. diffusion of population
inversion), the limited width of the gain line, as well as the diffusion of light (i.e. spatial
frequency filtering). In most systems diffusion can be considered small compared with
diffraction (e.g. if the resonator mode resonance width is small compared with the gain line
width). In the numerical integrations throughout the letter the diffusion/diffraction ratio is
fixed to 410-=dg , but the results depend only negligibly on this ratio.
We investigate a one dimensional system i.e. one transverse dimension plus time. The
system was numerically integrated using a split-step technique by changing from the space
domain to the spatial Fourier domain in every integration step, which imposes periodic
boundary conditions. Fig.1 shows the typical spatial profiles (left) and spatial power spectra
(right) of stable dissipative solitons.
a) Normal soliton. The soliton envelope is modulated due to the spatial modulation of
the refractive index. The power spectrum consists of a central component (spatial carrier
frequency), and progressively decreasing sidebands. We filtered out the sidebands from the
spatial spectrum, and, using inverse Fourier transform, recovered the unmodulated component
of the soliton (shown by a dashed line). The normal DSS is stable for the range of pump
parameter 70.159.1 0 << D .
b) Staggered soliton. The field phase changes by p  between the neighboring
modulation fringes, therefore the field amplitude is modulated by 100%. The power spectrum
contains two strong components with the spatial frequencies at 20 qk ±» . Evidently the
staggered soliton is wider than the normal one. The staggered soliton is stable for the range of
pump parameter 76.166.1 0 << D .
3) Mid-band soliton. The power spectrum contains a strong component centered at the
spatial frequency of 20 0 qk << . The soliton is much narrower than the normal and the
staggered solitons, and is stable for a range of pump parameter 79,168.1 0 << D . Differently
from two previous cases the mid-band soliton is never stationary, but moves with a constant
velocity (evaluated below).
The soliton stability range and the form of the soliton envelope depends on the
nonlinear properties of the system. However, in order to evaluate roughly the width of the
DSS, the linear analysis is useful. Thus we consider two spatial harmonics of the field:
( )iqxxik etAtAetxA -+= )()(),( 100 , where the field components with the wave-vectors 0k  and
qkk -= 01  (closest to zero) are considered. The linear propagation of waves in the resonator
(equation (1) keeping only the linear in field amplitude and conservative terms) results in a
system of coupled equations for the field components:
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The solution 1,01,0 AitA w=¶¶  of (2) results in an oscillation frequency:
( )2222 )21(122
2
kfkk
dq
-+±--=w (3)
where the parameter )(2 2dqmf =  has a meaning of a modulation depth as induced by the
spatially periodic perturbation, i.e. of a contrast of modulation fringes. qkk 0=  is the carrier
spatial wave-number normalized to the spatial wave-number of the modulation. Fig.2.a.
shows the solution (3), illustrating the appearance of a band-gap for nonzero modulation
amplitude m. The effective diffraction coefficient for the system of coupled waves
2
0
221 kdeff ¶¶-= w  is:
( )( )2/3222 )21(1 kffddeff -+-= (4)
Fig.2.b. shows the solution (4), illustrating the appearance of a zero-diffraction point, at which
the spectrum of mid-band soliton is centered. Next we calculate the effective diffraction
coefficients, and evaluate the parameters of the soliton in the limit of small induced
modulation 1<<a  (we note that the modulation parameter m ust not be necessarily small
for this limit).
1) For the waves along the optical axis of the resonator, corresponding to the normal
DSS with the carrier spatial wave-number 0=k : ( )...1 2 +-= fddeff . The width of the
soliton scales as ( )...21 20 +-=µ fddx eff .
2) For the waves corresponding to the band-edge, corresponding to the staggered DSS
with the carrier spatial wave-number 2/1=k : ( )fddeff 11-= , is negative, as expected for
band-edge solitons. The width of the staggered soliton scales as fddx eff /0 =µ . Our
numerical calculations (not shown) correspond well with the above scaling.
3) The effective diffraction is zero at a wavenumber: ( ) 21 23/4 ffk --= , as follows
from (4). The size of the mid-band DSS can be evaluated from the next higher order
diffraction 30
3
3, 61 kdeff ¶¶= w : 
3/23/13/53/2
3, )2/(12 mqdfdeff -= . The soliton width then
scales as 
3/1
3,0 effdx µ .
In first two cases the narrowing of the normal and staggered solitons depend solely on
the contrast of modulation fringes f . The situation is different for the mid-band soliton,
where the narrowing does not depend solely on the contrast f . The expression for 3,effd
rewritten in a different way: qdffdeff ×-=
3/23/2
3, 12  indicates, that the width of the
soliton at a given contrast of modulation fringes f decr ases with increasing wave-number of
modulation (and correspondingly increasing amplitude of modulation, to keep )(2 2dqmf =
constant). This means that one can achieve arbitrary narrowing of mid-band DSS even for
small contrast of its modulation fringes.
The group velocity of the mid-band soliton, as following from (3), is:
( ) 2/33/20 1 fqdkvgr -=¶¶= w . Fig.3 shows the numerically calculated width and group
velocity of the DSS depending on the modulation parameter. We depicted these values for the
pump parameter at the boundaries of soliton stability range. Fig.3 indicates that the evaluation
within the linear theory (solid lines) corresponds well with numerical results, at least for small
contrast of modulation fringes (up to 2.0£f ).
Finally we give a numerical proof that the effective diffraction vanishes for the mid-
band DSS. For this purpose we modify the equation for the laser with saturable absorber by
introducing phenomenologically an additional Kerr focussing/defocusing term:
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In an experiment the presence of Kerr focusing/defocusing media in laser resonators, or the s
called a -factor in semiconductor resonators results in a focusing/defocusing term in (5). Fig.4
shows the dependence of the width of the spatial solitons on parameter c. As expected, the
normal DSS become narrower, and the staggered DSS become wider for increasing focusing.
Remember that the effective diffraction is negative for staggered DSSs. How ver, the width
(Fig.4), also the stability range (not shown) of mid-band DSS remain totally unaffected by
focusing/defocusing, thus proving, that the effective diffraction for this kind of soliton is
completely eliminated.
The numerical analysis including focusing/defocusing also indicates the robustness of
mid-band DSSs with respect to structural modifications of the system. It allows to expect, that
the mid-band solitons exist not only for lasers with saturable absorber, but represent a class of
solitons which can be realized in a variety of nonlinear optical systems.
Concluding, we predict the mid-band soliton in dissipative, transversally modulated
systems, and show that the soliton size is much smaller than that of conventional (normal and
staggered) solitons. The size reduction is related with the elimination of the effective
diffraction. We also show the robustness of the mid-band solitons with respect to structural
modification of the system.
The letter focuses on DSS in one spatial dimension. The modification for two-
dimensional case is straightforward, by considering square, or hexagonal modulation of
parameters in two dimensional transverse plane.
The mid-band DSS move with a constant group velocity. This might be a difficulty for
experimental observation of such solitons. One remedy against that difficulty is the use of
moving refractive index gratings. Due to the Lorenz invariance of (1), and (5), the refractive
index moving with a particular velocity would result in band-mid DSSs stationary in the
transverse space.
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Fig.1. The envelopes (left) and the spatial power spectra (right) for normal (a), staggered (b),
and mid-band (c) DSS, as obtained by numerical integration of (1). Dashed lines represent the
envelopes of homogeneous component of the soliton (explanations in the text). The
parameters are: 01.0=aI , 5=a , 7.10 =D , 001.0=d  (the size of integration area is 1),
p2*80=q ; 198.0)(2 2 == dqmf .
Fig.2. Frequency (a) as given by (3), and diffraction (b) as given by (4) of linearly coupled
plane waves, depending on the normalized spatial carrier frequency kk 0= , for different
coupling coefficients (modulation parameters): 0=m  dashed, and 1.0=m  ( 2.0=f ),
2.0=m  ( 4.0=f ) - solid lines. Other parameters are: 1=d , 1=q . The case 2.0=f
corresponds to parameters for Fig.1.
Fig. 3. The width (a) and the group velocity (b) of the mid-band DSS, as calculated from
numerical integration of (1) (the solid circles correspond to marginal values at the boundaries
of stability region), and as evaluated by linear theory (2)-(4). The parameters for numerical
integration - as in Fig.1.
Fig.4. The width of the normal, staggered, and band-middle DSS, depending on
focusing/defocusing parameter c, as calculated from numerical integration of (5) The solid
circles, open circles, and squares correspond to the marginal values at the boundaries of
stability region for mid-band, normal and staggered DSSs respectively. The parameters - as in
Fig.1.
